
H = 4 pixels     W = 100%

We use a slim discreet scrubber whilst
the video is playing and gives a subtle
visual indicator as to how long the
video has played and has left to play

No matter the size of the video the
slim scrubber will be 4 px in height
and 100% wide

** Please note this is overlayed on
the bottom on the video and
NOT an extension on the bottom of
the video

Slim Scrubber (playing)

5% Padding

5% Padding

15% wide

For the following screens make sure
visuals and content are aligned centred
both vertically and horizontally

- Ready
- Loading
- Failure to Load
- End Screen

The logo should be 15% wide of the total
video width and be positioned in the
right corner with a 5% padding from the
bottom and the right side of the video

Simple Screens (Ready, Loading, Fail, End Screen)

Basic Screens (All devices & Sizes)

This is the setup for all screens, excluding the overlayed contols.



Loading

Loader style TBC

Circles 8 x 8 px

Gap between them 8 px

Text:
Proxima Nova Reg
14 px
#FCFCFC

Overlay Colour : #35353A 80%

Loading

Circular Play icon 56 x 56 px

Scoota logo #FCFCFC  60% Opacity

Tap / Click anywhere to play

Overlay Colour : #35353A 80%

Ready

Ready & Loading

All devices and szies use the same screen setup



Sorry, we have lost

the video!

Try Again

< 300

Sorry, we have lost the video!

Try Again

Background : #4D515B

Text: Proxima Nova Light
18 px
#FCFCFC

Illustration height 40% of video height

Button same as product button

Basic Layout (300+)

Failure to Load

This page needs to have some responsive logic as the illustration won’t fit in all sizes



5:3701:24

02:48

On Hover (Desktop)

00:0000:00

00:00

On Tap (Touch Device)

No Hover or Touch interaction
See follwoing screen for details
on how the scrubbers and controls
are setup.

Playing Video

How the video look whilst it is playing, no interaction, with interaction



Link somewhereWatch Again

Watch Again / Launch

Watch Again

Icon 48 x 48 px #FCFCFC

Scoota logo #FCFCFC  60% Opacity

Text:
Proxima Nova Reg
14 px
#FCFCFC

Overlay Colour : #35353A 80%

Tap / Click anywhere to watch again

Watch Again

End Screen

All devices and sizes use the same screen setup



1/3 Column 1/3 Column1/3 Column

The middle 50% area needs to be split
into a grid system

3 equal columns (33.33%)

The columns are used to control the
icon buttons

The icons will be vertically centred

Controls Grid 

30% Height

50% Height

20% Height

All videos use the same 20/50/30% split to
construct them

20% = Volume Control (Desktop only)
50% = Control Buttons
30% = Scrubber

This helps produce a consistent
approach to any sized player across
any device

All elements in their given percentage
will be vertically centred

Basic Structure

Desktop : Activate on hover, if mouse remains still for 2 seconds or moves off of the video, then fade controls out.

Touch : Activate on tap, if no further interaction then fade out controls after 2seconds

Overlay Grid Setup



Vertical centre

— Scrubber 90% width —

The scrubber sits in the lower 30%
of the video player.

The scrubber will be 90% of the total
video width. This includes the time
text, not just the bar.

It should be vertically aligned
middle within this area.

Scrubber

— Volume 50% width —

Vertical centre

The volume sits in the top 20%

It has a total width of 50% of the width
of the video

The controller should then be aligned
vertical centre within the row

Volume Control (Desktop Only)

Centre Align 2nd Col Left Align 3rd ColRight Align 1st Col

The controller icons sit in the middle 
50%

There are 3 core controller icon buttons,
they each occupy a column and aligned
as follows:

First Third : Float Right
Middle Third : Centre
Final Third : Float Left

The icons should be vertically centred
within the 50% space

Control Icons

Desktop : Activate on hover, if mouse remains still for 2 seconds or moves off of the video, then fade controls out.

Touch : Activate on tap, if no further interaction then fade out controls after 2seconds

Overlay Control Setup



For a video player 240px or more : Increase the play/pause icon to 48 x 48px
with touch area of 64px

For a video player under 240px : All Icons are 32 x 32 px with a 48 x 48px
touch area

Responsive Sizing

Align icons vertically as a group

Alignment

Example of 48 x 48 px icon

48 px icons have an extended touch area of 64px

Icons centred in a 48 x 48 px bounding box

48 x 48

Example of 32 x 32 px icon

32 px icons have an extended touch area of 48px

Icons centred in a 32 x 32 px bounding box

32x32

Touch Area (not desktop)

48 px Align icons centrally into their respective sized bounding box32 px16 px

Sizes

Touch areas are not used on desktop, so use the true size (32px or 48 px) and no touch area extension

Control Icons



Will load the desired link at the end of the video

Link

#fcfcfc

Static

#2FEAA6

Hover

Is shown on the final screen and will replay the video

Watch Again

This shows that sounds is OFF
On click it will turn the sound on, and adjust the volume slider to 50% and be replaced with the “not muted” icon
Touch : Does not allow sound control in HTML 5 players

Muted

This shows that sounds is ON
On click it will mute the sound, and adjust the volume slider to 0 and be replaced with the “muted” icon
Touch : Does not allow sound control in HTML 5 players

Not Muted

Desktop : WIll send the video back to original size and position
Touch : Does not get used due to naitive player in full screen mode

Collapse Screen

Desktop : WIll send the video into full screen mode and be replaced with the “collapse screen” icon
Touch : WIll send the video into full screen mode and inherit the devices naitive player controls

Fullscreen

Does exactly as it says on the tin, pauses the video where ever it is
Once it has been pressed, replace it with the play icon.

Pause

Does exactly as it says on the tin, plays the video from where ever the playhead is currently at.
Once it has been pressed, replace it with the pause icon.

Play

Returns the user to the beginning of the video and automatically resumes playing

Back to start

The icons

Icon Colour

Outline to all icons and how they are used on devices

Icons, meaning & actions



00:00 00:00

00:00

Time moves to the ends of the scrubber

480 +

00:00 00:0000:00

Play Pause is 48px
Time above the scrubber
Scrubber now has a hover
Time Tip hover

240 to 480

Icons all 16px
No time shown
No Scrubber Playhead Hover
No time tip Hover

< 240

How the player respond based on the size it is being displayed at

Control Overlay : Responsive Logic for Desktop



Muted

24 x 24 px
# 2FEAA6   60% Opacity

Hover > 300

8 x 8 px
# FCFCFC

Hover < 300

16 x 16 px 4 x 4 px
# fcfcfc

Total width 60%

#2FEAA6 2 x 2 px rounded corners#35353A
8 px

Basics

The volume can be controlled by
dragging the white and green opaque
circle up and down with the users mouse

The sound icon will also toggle between
sound being on and off

When the sound is off and the icon
is clicked, return the sound to
50%

The volume controls are only used on desktops

Volume Slider



480 x 270 px

320 x 180 px

240 x 135 px

160 x 90 px

The volume controls are only used on desktops

Volume Slider (16:9 ratios)



00:00

Proxima Nova Reg
12pt
# fcfcfc
Tabular Numbers

Pointer
H = 6 px    W = 8 px

H = 24 px
12 px Rounded corners 

W = 48 px 

00:00

00:0000:00 00:00

Hover anywhere on the scrubber show the time tip

Hover 240 to 299 px

00:0000:00

Proxima Nova Reg
12pt
# fcfcfc
Tabular Numbers

8 px

Basics 240 to 299 px

16 x 16 px

Hover < 240

H = 8px   Rounded corners 4px

8 x 8px
# fcfcfc

# 35353a# 2feaa6

90% Width

Basics < 240

#35353a
80% Opacity

H = 4px

#2feaa6

Total width 100%

Overlayed at the base of the video

Slim Scrubber

The basics here are found across all scrubbers, regardless of device and size. Follow “Overlay Control Setup” information
for a guide to positioning on the video player.

Desktop Scrubber Function



00:0000:00

00:00

00:0000:00

8 px

32 x 32pxOn Hover:

480 px +

24 x 24pxOn Hover:

00:0000:00 00:00

00:0000:00

300 to 479 px

Desktop Scrubber Function (continued)

Unless stipulated, the styles and sizes are the same as the previous sized scrubbers



00:0000:00

00:00

480 x 270 px

00:0000:00 00:00

320 x 180 px

00:0000:00

240 x 135 px

160 x 90 px

The volume controls are only used on desktops

Desktop Scrubber (16:9 ratios)



The volume controls are only used on desktops

00:0000:00

00:00

480 x 270 px

00:0000:00 00:00

320 x 180 px

00:0000:00

240 x 135 px

160 x 90 px

Desktop Complete (16:9 ratios)



The volume controls are only used on desktops

00:0000:00

480 x 270 px

00:0000:00

320 x 180 px

00:0000:00

240 x 135 px

160 x 90 px

Touch Complete (16:9 ratios)


